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the crowds are a big part of the game, theyre animated and rather beautifully done. they react to the
player's shots, they cheer or jeer, they sometimes even boo you. the joy of beating one of your friends is
knowing that theyre going to be at the courtside, just like they are at real tennis events, and that theyre
going to be right there, rooting for you, even if they have no idea what theyre doing at tennis. its one of

the things that sets this game apart from a lot of other titles, and its impressive how they pull it off.
tennis fans will be able to look at the players and know who they are, and if it is someone theyre familiar

with theyre likely to feel an element of emotion. the animations are incredible, the crowd and court
cameras are beautifully done, and the presentation is generally spot on. the sound effects are also spot

on, providing a realistic experience which is a welcome addition to the otherwise rather sterile
presentation of the game. as one of the few titles out there which gets the presentation right, it really is

an impressive piece of work. the commentary is great too, with all the voices youd expect to hear
provided by well known tennis commentators. thats what tennis games are all about, and theres a lot to

like here. despite the casualness of the approach to gameplay, it isnt too easy and can still be quite
satisfying, although youre not going to be winning any slams without a good mix of luck and skill. its also

a lot of fun to play against your friends in practice mode and try to beat them in the various event
modes. ive played enough tennis games to know that when it comes to the real thing, its never quite as

great as the games, but this is one of the better ones.
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it might be a bit of a chore,
its actually quite intuitive.
youll soon get a feel for

what each shot does and
the combinations you need
to make to reach your next
goal, and the ai is of a very
fair standard. sadly, its not
the flawless interface that
weve come to expect from

ea in the current generation
of tennis games. whilst the
menus are very basic, the
ps3 menus are designed to

be as simple as possible
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and theres a lot of
information to take in at
once. the tutorial lacks

explanations for things like
putting, winners, saving,
etc which could make it a

little confusing at times. as
for controls, the analogue

stick is your ultimate
control tool and the x

button lets you rewind a
shot or return the ball. its a

simple setup but, when
combined with the brilliant
model-making tools, allows
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for a wide variety of
different tactics to be

applied. im not a huge fan
of the game modes, which
seem to be the best part of
a game you already know

you wont enjoy. all matches
are traditional singles
matches, so youll be

waiting for your opponent
to appear on the screen.

you can enter a match from
the gallery mode, but only
once every four hours, or

for a small fee. you can also
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play against random
opponents online, or play a
one-off match if you fancy.
match settings are fairly

standard, although there is
a lack of options for

weather, which might be
fine for the us, but is less

than ideal for other
countries. the game has

five different game modes,
of which three are available

on the career mode. the
first game mode is called
my tennis, which is the
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basic tutorial mode, and the
next is the quick game

where you can play singles
or doubles, the better you
do the more money youll
win, with the best winners

earning more than the
losers. the last two are

social and zone, which are
essentially two different
variations on the career
mode. in social, you can
find and invite friends

online to compete against
you in a tournament, with
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the best performances
winning prizes. in zone, you

can connect to other
players around the world

and play against them in a
series of matches, with the
winner of each set getting
an extra boost in their next

set. 5ec8ef588b
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